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AZUCENA by Nadia Crétin-Léchenne 
p. 36 
Short rows 
After working row 4, it should say: “Rep rows 3–4 twice more” (instead of rows 1-4). 
 
p. 41 
Materials  
The quantities of CC2 and CC3 should read: 38 (40, 42, 44, 50, 56) (60, 66, 71, 77) yds 
 
p. 45 
The chart for the pullover is not included in the book, as it is the same as the cardigan, just without the 
column of the chart that is outside of the repeat box.  
 
The chart key is missing from the first print: 

 
 
 
KNITPROVISATION by Stephen West 
p. 52 
Section 1 – Cables 
Row 13 (RS): K3, m1, *(m1b, k1) 4 times, p2*, rep *-* to last 7 sts, *m1b, k1* 4 times, m1 using the 
backwards loop CO method, sl3 wyif (76 sts) 
Row 33 (RS): K3, kfb, k7, p2,... 
Row 35 (RS): K3, kfb, k8, p2,... 
 
 
AMINA by Sylvia Watts-Cherry 
p. 60 
Stitch patterns 
Striped Modified Rib 
Row 1 (RS): Using CC3, k to end. 
Row 2 (WS): *K2, p2; rep from * to end. 
Rep Rows 1 and 2 in CC2, followed by CC1. 
These 6 rows establish the rib pattern. Repeat for desired length. 
 
p. 65 
Row 16 column 5 should be a PURL stitch. 
 
 
ANDREA by Andrea Mowry 
p. 83 
Setup Row 1 (RS): …(k1tbl, p1) twice, k2tbl, (p1, k1tbl) twice, p6, sl3 wyif. 
 
Join pockets 
Work 25 sts from Row 5 of Right Front Chart, work in st st (knitting on RS rows & purling on WS rows) 
to the last 25 sts, work 25 sts from row 5 of Left Front Chart. 
 



STRATIFIED by Tif Neilan 
p. 91 
Length from Underarm to Hem 
Full Length: 12.5 (12.75, 13.25, 13.25, 13) (13.75, 14, 14.5, 16)” / 31.75 (32.5, 33.5, 33.5, 33) (35, 35.5, 37, 
40.5) cm. 
 
p. 96 
Hem for Cropped Body Only 
Eyelet section in MC is missing from the pattern, before you switch to smaller needles and begin ribbing 
in CC1. C1 should be MC. C2 should be CC1. C5 should be CC4. 
Cropped Body – Hem 
Break CC4 and join MC. 
Rnd 1: K to end of rnd. 
Rnd 2: *Yo, k2tog,* rep *–* to end of rnd. 
Rnd 3: K to end of rnd. 
Switch to smaller, longer circular needle. 
 
Long sleeve 
Final stitch count for size 5 should be 47 sts, not 45.  
 
 
STRATA HAT by Tif Neilan 
p. 103 
Rows 33 and 34 are part of the pattern repeat for sizes 2 and 3. 
 
 
SARAYA by Saysha Greene 
p. 109 
Section 7 (Cable Panel) 
Row 1: Sl1, k2, *yo, k1*, rep *-* until 3 sts remain, yo, k3. (327 sts) 
Just before Rows 7–78: When working the Cable Panel chart, columns 62–69 are not included in the 
final chart repeat. You will knit edge sts (cols. 1–3), cable panel (cols. 4–69) 4 times, cable panel (cols. 4–
61), edge sts (cols. 70–72). 
 
p. 111 
Chart key 
2/2 LC: Place 2 sts onto CN and hold to front, k2, k2 from CN. 
2/2 RC: Place 2 sts onto a CN and hold to back, k2, k2 from CN. 
5/5 RC: Place 5 sts onto CN and hold to back, k5, k5 from CN. 
 
Chart 
Row 10, column 54–61: This symbol should be on row 11, not 10. 
 
p. 112 
Chart key 
2/2 RC: Place 2 sts onto CN and hold to back, k2 from CN. 
 
 
PERENNIAL by Norah Gaughan 
p. 116 
Chart B. Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 12 (WS): Purl. 
Chart C. Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 (WS)... / Row 14 (WS): K2, p15. 
Chart E. Rows 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 (WS)... / Row 14 (WS): K2, p15. 
 
 
 



p. 117 
Back 
1st DEC row: There is an extra ssp at the end of this row that should be omitted. 
DEC Row (WS): *Purl.... Work *–* X number of times total, purl last X sts. 
 
Shape underarms 
Dec row (RS): K3, k2tog, knit… 
 
p. 118 
Last sentence of p. 118 should be "RS row with short row: Work the stitches as they present 
themselves to 3 sts before the last double stitch, turn." 
 
p. 119 
In section beginning with Change to larger needles, Dec row (WS): after the 1st PM, "work next 
row of chart A" (instead of "work set up row of chart A)" 
 
Under Cable change, in the first sentence, do not take into account “plus one WS row” as 
row 14 is already a WS row. 
 
p. 122 
Chart key 
The symbols for RT and LT have been reversed in the key. 
 
 
CANAL PONCHO by Nancy Marchant 
p. 135 
Use 4mm needle for swatching, not 3.5mm. 
 
p. 141 
Shape Back Neckline and Shoulders 
This indicates the neckline stitches. 13 (13, 17, 17) sts each side of marked sts. 
 
Shape Sloped Side Arm 
Rep Rows 1–4, 7 (9, 10, 13) times and Rows 1–2, 0(1, 1, 0) times. 
 
p. 143 
Please note there are problems with the chart! Email lbaworstedbook@gmail.com and we'll email you a 
corrected pdf. 
 
 
ASAWA by Thien-Kieu Lam 
p.157 
Chart 
Row 20, column 22: this should be a purl stitch. 


